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1 IntroductionAgents are Arti�cial Intelligence entities that act autonomously in their environment. Muchresearch into agents, especially recently, has focused on building agents that can act robustlyin a real world environment. To act in the real world requires that an agent be able to handlecomplex and dynamic situations. Complex environments are di�cult to handle because (it hasbeen claimed [7]) they are too complicated to model completely and have too many unknownfactors to reliably predict the outcome of a series of actions. Dynamic environments presentdi�culties because they are rapidly and unpredictably changing.To perform useful functions in such environments agents must be both pro-active and reactive.For an agent to be pro-active it must be able to choose actions directed towards achievingspeci�c goals or speci�c tasks. For an agent to be reactive it must be able to respond in atimely manner to unexpected changes and unexpected scenarios in the environment.Early traditional planning systems [29], focusing on the task of achieving goal-directed be-havior, constructed complete plans (i.e. sequences of actions) for speci�c goals and thenexecuted the plan. Such systems had problems with reasoning in real-time and coping withunexpected circumstances. These weaknesses led to the development of reactive planningsystems which interleave planing and execution of the plans, making then more suitable to achanging environment.In a seminal paper, Brooks [7] describes an alternative approach to handling the dynamicsof the real world that involves decomposing an agent system into behaviors. Behaviors areindependent processes each responsible for some speci�c aspect of the agent's interactionswith the world. Systems built in this manner are known as behavior based systems. Examplesof behaviors in a robot that moves along a corridor may be an avoid-obstacle behavior, thatis responsible for making sure the robot does not run into anything, and a move-forwardbehavior to keep the robot moving along the corridor. Brooks was particularly concerned withbuilding robots, but his ideas have also been used in the design of intelligent software agents[1, 19, 2]. Brooks argued that the traditional design of intelligent systems, typically involvinga symbolic model of the environment and a central reasoning component, was inappropriatefor building robust agents which operated in a complex, dynamic environment. He, as wellas other authors [23, 19, 18] have claimed that the behavior based architecture leads to anumber of important properties such as robustness, fast reactivity and a better link betweenthe agent and its environment.In a behavior based system the various behaviors of an agent, each one implementing a speci�ccapability of the agent, are connected together in some way, usually via some sort of network.Behaviors, running independently of each other, are a�ected by their perceptual input fromtheir environment and may also stimulate or inhibit each other. Complex overall behaviorof the agent emerges from the interactions between the behaviors and the environment. Forexample an avoid-obstacle behavior might inhibit a move-forward behavior when it detects anobject. The consequence of this is that the robot's forward motion is restricted when thereis an obstacle in the way. At the same time the avoid-obstacle behavior is performing someaction, probably turning, to get around the obstacle. The interactions between avoid-obstacleand move-forward result in the complex behavior of moving forward while avoiding obstacles.Several authors have argued that purposeful, goal-directed behavior can be obtained from1



such systems if the behaviors and the way they inuence each other are carefully engineered[1, 6, 19, 22]. For example adding an obstacle-attract behavior to the robot described above canlead to, with careful engineering of the interactions, a left-wall following robot, as illustratedin Figure 1.
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Figure 1: A behavior based left-wall following robot. When the sensor detects it is closer tothe wall (second �gure) the avoid wall behavior is activated more highly, turning the robotto the right. When the sensor detects no wall to the left the attract wall behavior is activatedbringing the robot around the corner. (This example is rather contrived for purposes ofillustration | the same e�ect can be achieved with much simpler behaviors.)Although producing goal-directed behavior is possible in a behavior based system, this be-havior can be very di�cult to engineer, particularly when the system has a large numberof behaviors, implementing multiple high-level goals (i.e. goals which are implemented bythe interactions of multiple behaviors) [2, 19, 30]. The number of possible interactions growsexponentially with the number of behaviors in the system. Furthermore multiple goals e�ec-tively increase the number of possible inuences on each behavior as a particular behavior2



may be stimulated di�erently for di�erent goals.Several researchers have addressed the above problem by integrating a plan-based systemabove a behavior based component [11, 12, 26]. The plan-based system is used to manage thehigh-level goals and to co-ordinate the activation of behaviors. The behaviors in the behaviorbased level retain some autonomy for acting and reacting to the environment according tothe current goal.We have implemented an alternative approach, one that remains within the behavior basedparadigm. The system is organised hierarchically | behaviors in upper levels of the hierarchyare used to control behaviors in the lower layers. High level goal-directed, or strategic, behavioris implemented by upper-layer behaviors, using lower-level behaviors as building blocks.This architecture reduces the problem of managing interactions with a divide and conquerapproach. The overall system can e�ectively be seen as being partitioned into a numberof separate behavior based systems, each achieving a single goal, which can be activated ordeactivated by a behavior based system in the layer above. There is a complete behavior basedsystem active on all levels at all times. Behavior based systems on higher layers implementhigher level goals. The lowest level behavior based systems interacts directly with the world,reacting to the situation according to their goal. Each behavior based system can be designedand implemented separately allowing incremental system development and testing. Thisarchitecture has allowed us to build agents which can handle multiple strategies by greatlyreducing the task of behavior management.As well as behavior management, the hierarchical organisation introduces the notion of ab-stract behaviors. These abstract behaviors correspond to the concept of strategies and area convenient and powerful mechanism for building complex systems. The abstraction allowsthe designer to concentrate on the interactions between strategies without having to worryabout the the low-level details. Selecting between appropriate strategies is performed by acomplete behavior based system.The proposed architecture has resulted in other bene�ts. Maes [20] has highlighted the lack ofreusable components as a major problem with behavior based systems. Our architecture usesbehaviors that can be used in more than one strategy: we refer to these behaviors as genericbehaviors. Multiple behaviors can be created in a general way from a single generic behaviorvia the use of parameters. For example, a move behavior might be used twice, with di�erentparameters (in this case di�erent �eld positions) in a strategy with the most appropriate movebehavior being more highly stimulated at runtime, depending on the particular situation theagent �nds itself in.This architecture has been applied to the design of a simulated soccer playing team forRobocup [17], a simulated soccer competition being held at the International Joint Confer-ence on Arti�cial Intelligence, 1997. The Robocup initiative, which started as a real robotcompetition, is designed to be a test bed for research into agents for dynamic environments.The Robocup server sends percepts containing slightly abstracted perceptual information toclient players. Players send primitive commands, such as kick or turn, to the server.Robocup is an interesting domain for applying this architecture because a successful soccerplayer needs to combine high-level strategies with reactivity to a dynamic, complex world.For example, a player must be able to react, within the context of its current strategy, to theball being unexpectedly at its feet; i.e. if the player is defending its goal, the reaction may be3



to kick the ball to the wing, whereas if the player is attacking, the appropriate reaction maybe to kick toward the goal.This report describes an implementation of the multi-layered architecture for the Robocupdomain. In Section 2 we describe some of the main types of agent architecture. In Section3 we examine behavior based systems in detail. The Robocup domain is discussed in moredetail in Section 4. Section 5 describes our multi-layered architecture. We present a detailedexample of the system in Section 6. Section 7 evaluates the architecture, particularly focusingon our implementation for Robocup. Section 8 summarises our conclusions and suggestsenhancements to our team.1.1 An Example Scenario
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Figure 2: Layer ModelTo illustrate some of the issues surrounding strategic team play in the Robocup environmentwe introduce a scenario that we will return to throughout this report. The scenario revolvesaround our team having a corner kick. The team strategy divides the players into three groups:a kicker; attackers; and defenders. The kicker needs to kick the ball towards the front of thegoals. Attackers, who make up the bulk of the team, need to be in o�ensive positions toreceive the kick and attempt to score. Defenders should assume defensive positions in casethe opposition gets the ball. Each player must also be able handle a situation where the ballis suddenly, unexpectedly at its feet. 4



A traditional approach to handling this situation may involve an explicit team strategy witheach player being allocated a speci�c role at design time, such as striker1 Each role wouldhave associated with it some prede�ned plans. One such plan may involve a sequence of stepssuch as move-to-front-of-goal , then watch-ball , then wait-until-the-ball-is-close , then kick.Team play occurs if all players complete their plans as required.2 Agent DesignAgent Systems are an Arti�cial Intelligence paradigm for the design of complex, autonomoussystems that are situated within an environment. Di�erent authors have di�erent ideas onexactly what constitutes an agent but most agree on a core group of concepts. Wooldridgeand Jennings [31] propose the following as properties a program must have to be called anagent.� Autonomy : Agent operate without the direct control of humans or others and havecontrol over their actions.� Social Ability : Agents interact with other agents.� Reactivity : Agents perceive their environment and respond to changes in it in a timelyfashion.� Pro-Active : Agents do not simply respond to their environment: they are able toexhibit goal-directed behavior by taking the initiative.Wooldridge and Jennings [31] group agent architectures into three broad categories. Webriey discuss each of these categories in the following sections. Further details can be foundin [31, 25].2.1 Deliberative AgentsIn traditional AI approaches, an agent is made up of three parts: sensors; a central symbolicreasoning and planning system; and e�ectors. The central processing system uses symbolicreasoning to decide on an appropriate sequence of actions, or plan. The plan is then executed,step by step, by the e�ectors. Planning systems have been criticised for not scaling well whenthe complexity of the problem increases and for not being able to react in real time [6].One reason for this is that that world may change while the system is doing its, often slow,reasoning. Another is that plans rely on being able to predict the outcome of a series ofactions, but the world may not always behave as predicted. It may also not be possible, insome domains, to create the abstract world model upon which the system relies.Reactive planners [14, 5] have been developed to add reactivity to traditional deliberativesystems. In this type of system some plans handle system goals, while others are designedto handle speci�c events that require attention. Although this type of system is faster than1We use the term role informally, meaning a players responsibility in the side. Others have used the termin a technical sense particularly in multiagent systems[8].5
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Figure 3: A typical deliberative architecturetraditional deliberative systems the reactivity must still come from the central reasoningsystem which may not be fast enough for some dynamic real world domains.To illustrate some of the di�culties with traditional agents we return to the corner kickscenario. Generally a reactive planning agent system, based on plans, would assign agentsparticular roles,2 each role with its associated plans. The plan for an attacking player mightbe to move to a position just in front of the goal, turn towards the ball then watch the balluntil it was near enough to run towards it and kick it. There are a number of problems thatmay occur here. One problem relates to robustness: if for some reason the player assignedthe role of taking the kick is unable to ful�l this goal then the whole team strategy may fail.Another potential problem is if the ball is suddenly at an attacker's feet there may be nothingin the plan of the attacker to handle this situation so the attacker would fail to take advantageof a good goal scoring opportunity. Even if the attacker had a plan to handle the contingencyof the ball being unexpectedly at its feet it may not be able to react quickly enough to takeadvantage of the opportunity.2.2 Reactive SystemsAt the opposite end of the agent design spectrum are completely reactive systems. Reactivesystems maintain no internal model of the current situation; rather, actions are chosen byreferencing a lookup table of situation-action pairs based on the settings of its sensors.2Again, we are using the term informally. 6



Reactive systems have been found to be e�ective for well de�ned problems in unchangingdomains but have been shown to be di�cult to design when run-time exibility or complexgoal-directed behavior is required [23]. Ginsberg [13] argues that the number of situation-action pairs required for complex reactive systems would be prohibitive, as a new set ofsituation-action pairs is required for each new goal.A reactive system approach to the corner kick scenario may involve reacting to the informa-tion that there was a corner kick by performing some prede�ned move. A striker's reactionmay be to run to the front of the goals. Reacting to the situation where the ball was unex-pectedly at the player's feet would be handled by another situation-reaction pair which wouldpresumably involve kicking the ball at the goal. This reaction would be the same every timethe ball was unexpectedly at the player's feet regardless of any long term goal.2.3 Hybrid SystemsA number of hybrid systems have been developed to overcome the perceived weaknesses ofreactive and deliberative architectures [11, 12, 26]. Most hybrid architectures divide thesystem into layers, generally one layer for high-level planning and another for handling thedetails of interacting with the world. The upper layer is usually a reactive planning systemand the lower layer a reactive or behavior based system. This type of architecture is designedto use each type of agent architecture at the level it seems most appropriate, i.e. deliberativeplanners for abstract goal-directed decision making and reactive systems for achieving a single,speci�c goal in the real world.Firby [11] has proposed a hybrid system based on Reactive Action Packages (RAP's), groupsof methods for achieving a high-level goal in various situations, which a RAP Interpreteruses to control a behavior based system. A high-level deliberative system uses a symbolicrepresentation of the world to decide on appropriate and applicable RAP's. A RAP approachto the corner kick example might be for the high level planner to consult a symbolic modelof the world and decide on an appropriate plan set, or RAP; for example it may decide thatbeing a striker is now appropriate given its world information. The RAP interpreter sequenceslow-level \skill units" (similar to behaviors). The RAP actions turn skills on and o� at theappropriate times so as to achieve its goal | each unit runs independently until it has ful�lledits particular task. Some low-level issues, such as reacting quickly to change, are dealt withat the level of skills. However a number of issues need to be resolved, including passing worldinformation up to RAP and handling failure at the skill level. We briey discuss these issuesin Section 7.3 Behavior Based SystemsA decade ago, in an attempt to develop robots that can act sensibly and robustly in thereal world, Rodney Brooks developed the Behavior Based Architecture [7] for controllingrobots. Brooks' approach to the design of intelligent systems represents an important shiftin paradigm from the more standard AI approaches. Brooks developed the architecture inhardware for the control of robots but others have since used similar techniques for creatingsoftware agents [19, 21, 2]. 7



The behavior based architecture breaks an agent into behaviors. Each behavior is a small, selfcontained system with its own input, output and possibly internal state, for reaching and/ormaintaining a particular goal [21]. The activation of a behavior varies with the settings of itsinputs. The overall complex behavior of the agent is the emergent result of the interactionsbetween behaviors and the world. There is no central control in a behavior based system.
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EnvironmentFigure 4: A typical behavior based architecture. Each behavior controls a speci�c capabilityof the robot, and interfaces directly with the environment. Behaviors may mutually stimulateor inhibit each other, resulting in complex emergent behavior.Brooks argued against the reliance of the traditional architectures on creating an abstractrepresentation of the world. In a behavior based system, behaviors use sensory input withoutattempting to abstract it or attach semantic understanding. There is no central or symbolicrepresentation of the world in a behavior based system.The behavior based architecture takes a radical view of how intelligence arises. Rather thanthinking of intelligence as a black box, somewhere inside a system, that takes some input andreturns an intelligent action, it views intelligence as an observed property of an entire systemin its environment.3.1 Properties of a Behavior Based SystemSome of the important issues raised by Brooks are:� Emergent Intelligence : Resulting overall behavior of a system that is not explicitlyrepresented in a computer system or a direct result of �rst principles is referred toas emergent behavior [9, 24]. Behavior based systems exploit emergent behavior byallowing complex behavior to emerge from simple behaviors interacting with the worldand each other [18]. 8



� No abstract representation of goals : A behavior based system does not represent goalsexplicitly. Observed goal-directed behavior is an emergent property of the interactionsbetween the behaviors and the world. Properties such as beliefs and goals are imposedby the observers, rather than by the presence of explicit internal representations [6].� Robust rather than optimal behavior : Behavior based systems do not attempt to achieveoptimal behavior; rather they aim for sensible, robust behavior under a wide range ofunpredictable circumstances [6]. The reasoning behind the idea is that it is better totake ten steps to get to a door and cope with an unexpected obstacle than it is to take sixsteps but fail in the presence of an unexpected object. The fact that the subsumptionarchitecture has behaviors running in parallel means that it is less likely to collapsetotally given a change in the world, unlike traditional centralised systems which mayfail to handle unanticipated circumstances.� Intelligence as an observed property : Some researchers claim that intelligence is not aninherent property of a system but an observed property of the system's interaction witha complex environment [24, 6]. Behavior based systems use this idea by allowing eachbehavior to interact directly with the complexity of the world. This contrasts with thetraditional approach of providing a central reasoning system with an abstracted model.� Inspiration from Nature : Many of the ideas behind behavior based systems have comefrom other areas of science including neuroscience, ethology [30]3 and psychology.3.2 Building behavior based agentsBuilding behavior based systems requires a rethink in the way we go about system develop-ment. Some important issues are:� Behavioral, rather than functional, decomposition : Intelligence in a behavior basedsystem is a result of a much di�erent mechanism to a planning system leading to asubstantially di�erent design strategy [18]. One of the most interesting di�erences isthat a designer does not break a high level task down into a series of steps. Instead theybreak it down into simple behaviors that will combine to achieve the required result.To illustrate the di�erence consider a corridor-following robot. In a traditional agentthe sensory input would be used to create an objective, symbolic view of the world fromwhich a planning system would �nd a path which a control system would follow. Abehavior based approach would be to develop three behaviors: move-forward; move-leftand move-right. move-forward would always be active. move-left would be active whensensors on the right sense something. move-right would be active when sensors on theleft sense something. The emergent behavior of these three interacting behaviors wouldbe to follow a corridor.� Competing behaviors : The behavior based architecture allows behaviors to competewith each other for control of the e�ectors rather than having a central arbiter decidewhich behavior should be in control. In domains where it is only sensible to have one3Ethology is the study of animal behavior. 9



behavior acting at once there must be some mechanism for giving control to the \mostactive" behavior. We refer to this mechanism as the action selection mechanism.4� Using the world : A behavior based system uses the world as its own model [6],in contrast to a planning system which attempts to represent the world symbolically.Behaviors exploit features of the environment to achieve their goal. Often a simple actionthat takes advantage of a complex feature of the environment appears purposeful. In acorridor following robot, discussed above, the robot does not have an internal map ofthe corridor, rather it directly, continually references its sensors. A change in the shapeof the corridor will be reected by a change in activation of appropriate behaviors viathe sensors.� Parallelism : Behaviors normally, at least conceptually, act continuously and in parallel.Many behaviors use ideas from control theory5 to continuously monitor the environmentand act to maintain or achieve a goal. The inherent parallel nature of a behavior basedsystem makes them very fast to react to change in the environment.� Situated reasoning : A behavior may store values of, or some simple interpretation of,its sensors but it does not attempt to develop an objective, symbolic representation ofthe world. A behavior uses incoming information without attempting to \interpret"the information in the way that a planning system would. For example in an obstacleavoiding robot a high value on its left infrared sensor may make a behavior reactively�re the left-hand engine without "understanding" that there is a wall to the left, weshouldn't get too close to walls, therefore we should move right, which requires �ring theleft-hand engine.� Incremental design : Behavior based systems are developed from the bottom up ratherthan the top down. Individual behaviors are created and tested before being puttogether.6 The emergent behavior, resulting from the interactions between the com-bined behaviors, is then tested and individual behaviors re�ned as required. As a con-sequence of the way each behavior operates independently there is a complete workingsystem, which can be tested in the real world, at all times.3.3 Hierarchical Activation TreesAn extension to the behavior based model has been proposed by Blumberg, in order to addresssome of the problems related to behavior management [2]. Blumberg developed a hierarchicalstructure with general behaviors at the top and speci�c actions at leaf nodes. The systemhas been applied to the modelling of virtual creatures in a 3-D simulated world.Blumberg's system groups behaviors into behavior groups, organised into a loose tree-likestructure. Behavior groups at the top of the structure contain more general types of behaviorswhilst leaf nodes, closely linked to the environment, directly implement speci�c behaviors.High level behavior groups might implement things like defend while leaf nodes perform simple4See [2] for a discussion of di�erent action selection techniques.5Theories behind mechanical and electrical systems for maintaining a particular state in a dynamic envi-ronment [27].6This bottom up approach, adding a behavior to obtain a new agent which `subsumes' the previous agentin complexity, has led to the term Subsumption Architecture for Brooks' approach [7].10



tasks like kick or move-to-goal. Behaviors within a behavior group are mutually inhibiting insuch a way that only one behavior will have a non-zero value after inhibition. The behaviorwith a non-zero value either directly acts in the environment, if it is a low level behavior oractivates the behavior group which ful�ls its goal. Blumberg's architecture is conceptuallyrelated to the one proposed here, however there are some important di�erences. Furtherproperties of Blumberg's system are discussed in Section 7.4 RobocupRobocup [17] is a simulated soccer competition7 designed to be a test bed for comparing dif-ferent AI techniques. A tournament is being run at this year's International Joint Conferenceon Arti�cial Intelligence, in Japan. The Robocup environment presents many of the di�cul-ties that a real world environment presents. The competition aims to encourage research ontechniques for building teams of fast agents which collaborate to solve dynamic problems.
Figure 5: The Robocup soccer server user interfaceThe Robocup soccer simulator is a server to which client players send commands to andreceive perceptual information from. Figure 5. shows a screen shot of the Robocup interface.During each cycle each client can send up to three primitive commands, such as kick, which theserver executes with an element of uncertainty. During each cycle the server sends a perceptto each client giving the relative position and direction of the objects within the players �eldof view. The information in the percept is incomplete and uncertain. The server can alsosend percepts with messages from the referee or team mates, but this facility is restricted.7Actually Robocup started as a real robot competition.11



4.1 Challenges provided by RobocupRobocup is seen as an important test bed for AI techniques because a successful soccer teammust contend with many of the di�culties that real world AI domains present, including [17]:� Decision making with bounded resources : Unlike in some traditional AI problems, de-cision making is restricted by time. This means that usually a player cannot attemptto make the best decision but must try to �nd a reasonable solution quickly.� Incomplete Information : Information given to players is only about a region just infront of them. This means players need to make decisions that take into account thedi�erent states the unknown part of the world may be in.� Adapting to changes in the world : In the Robocup environment situations are changingrapidly so a player must be able to adapt its strategies quickly.� Acting on uncertain information : Information in percepts received by the player fromthe server contain some uncertainty. Likewise commands sent by the client are executedwith an element of uncertainty. Players must be able to deal with this uncertainty andpossibly adjust their decisions accordingly.� Obstructive environment : The opposition side in a game has goals incompatible withour own, rendering the environment hostile [17].� Real-time planning : A sophisticated team would usually require players' actions to bemore than just a reaction to the current state of the world. This implies that playersmust be able to carry out a strategy or take part in a team maneuver. This strategicplanning must be performed in real-time and adapt to the changes that occur in theworld.� Cooperative Behavior : A Robocup team must involve some sort of co-operation betweenplayers in order for team strategies to be carried out. This co-operation must be per-formed in real-time, with only simple, slow communication between players available.No central process controlling the team is allowed.Although the simulator attempts to present agents with many of the di�culties that the realworld presents, it is still only a simulation. An important simpli�cation is that perceptionof the world is handled by the simulator with agents receiving relatively high-level abstractinformation.We have decided to concentrate on the challenge of integrating high-level strategic behaviorwith reactivity in a complex, rapidly changing environment.4.2 The Robocup ServerThe Robocup server 8 is a soccer simulator. The server simulates the results of all the clientcommands. There is a graphical interface provided for observers to watch the game. Theclient programs, connected to the server via sockets, control individual players. A percept is8The system can be downloaded from http://www.csl.sony.co.jp/person/kitano/Robocup/Robocup.html12



text sent to the client, by the server, containing a slightly abstracted version of informationthat the player is receiving at its sensors. The percepts either contain hear information or seeinformation. A hear percept is made up of a sender, direction and the text of the message. Asee percept is a series of object, direction, distance and relative velocity tuples.Commands sent to the server by players are simple, atomic actions: either dash; say; turn;or kick. Commands are not guaranteed to be executed by the server, though they usuallyare. If more commands are sent than the competition con�guration allows, extra commandsare ignored without feedback to the client. Any command actually executed by the server isexecuted with a small, random uncertainty factor. For example a command (turn 45) mayactually result in the player turning 41 degrees to the right. The client is not told exactlywhat was executed but may infer the result by analysing its next percept.The simulator limits the rate perceptual information is sent to players and the rate at whichplayer commands are executed. The current competition con�guration speci�es that a perceptwill be sent every 0.3 seconds and a client command executed every 0.1 seconds. The di�erencein percept to execution rate means that a player does not receive immediate feedback on everycommand.Information sent from the server to the client provides incomplete and uncertain informationabout the part of the �eld that is in the player's simulated �eld of view.9 Normally a clientcan ascertain its approximate position on the �eld and the approximate �eld positions ofother players in its �eld of view by performing some simple calculations on the receivedinformation. Information received about an object deteriorates as the object's distance fromthe player increases. The latest version of the server also sends clients information aboutobjects close behind the player but our system was developed without use of this feature.The only form of communication allowed between players is in the form of ASCII messagessent via the server. To communicate, a client sends to the server, in the same way it sends anyother command, a say command with a message; that message is then passed asynchronously,but not immediately to all clients. Our current implementation does not use this feature.5 A Multi-layered Behavior Based ArchitectureFor our Robocup players we designed a multi-layered behavior based agent architecture whereeach layer is a self contained behavior based system. Higher level layers implement moreabstract behaviors by selecting and activating the appropriate behaviors at the next lowestlevel. Lower layers provide the reactivity of the systemwhile higher layers provide the strategicreasoning. Since only the behaviors appropriate to the current strategy are active at anyparticular time the problems of managing interactions between behaviors is reduced.We have implemented the architecture for a team of simulated soccer playing agents for theRobocup '97 competition.9The current competition con�guration has the �eld of view set at 90 degrees13
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Figure 6: Layer Model5.1.1 OverviewEach layer of the system implements a complete behavior based system, consisting of: a num-ber of generic behaviors, with their associated world information; a set of active behaviors;and three controlling processes (see Figure 6). The controlling processes are action selec-tion, behavior instantiation and information extraction. The set of active behaviors changesdynamically over the life of the player but the generic behaviors are �xed.In the context of our system a behavior is a small, functional control unit that controlsa particular action. A group of behaviors interact with each other and with the world toachieve a strategy, or complex style of play. In our design a behavior is created dynamically,via instantiation, from a generic behavior and a parameter component. On each layer, only thecommand from the controlling behavior, the behavior chosen by the action selection process,is executed by the system.Action selection cycles through the current active behavior set to determine the current \best"behavior. Each behavior consults its associated current world information to determine itsown applicability. The action selection process combines the applicability factor with thepersistence and priority values of each behavior in order to determine the best behavior. Thepriority is set by the layer above when a behavior is instantiated. The persistence value iscalculated by the action selection mechanism to reduce oscillations between behaviors. Theaction selection process then obtains a command from the selected behavior and executesthat command, either by sending a message to the Robocup server, in the case of the lowestlayer, or by sending a command to the next layer down, in the case of upper layers.Each generic behavior has associated with it some relevant information about its environment.14



There is no central, complete or symbolic description of the world. The information extractionprocess, working asynchronously to the other processes, takes incoming percepts, extractsrelevant information for each generic behaviour's world information (performing some simpleconsistency checking to ensure the reliability of the stored data), then passes the informationto the behavior.The behavior instantiation process receives a command from the layer above indicating anew set of behaviors, with associated priorities, that should be made active. The behaviorinstantiation process destroys the current active behaviors and creates a new active behaviorset, whenever the upper layer active behavior changes. The active behaviors in the topmostlayer are constant for the life of the agent.The information extraction process is transparent to the action selection and behavior in-stantiation processes.5.1.2 Generic and Parameterised BehaviorsA behavior in the architecture is made up of two parts: a generic behavioral part, whichimplements the functionality of the behavior, and a parameter component. We refer to theprocess of creating a behavior from a generic behavior and a parameter as instantiation. Thegeneric part of a behavior is created once and exists for the life of the agent but parametersand the resulting instantiated behavior are created dynamically as required.A generic behavior provides two functions | a control function, for issuing a command, andan applicability function through which the behavior indicates its relevance in light of thecurrent state of the world. A generic behavior is designed to control a very speci�c actionwithout regard to any other actions the agent may potentially execute. The narrow focus ofa behavior allows the designer to write small, fast implementations.Each generic behavior has associated with it some simple information about the world whichhas been extracted from the incoming percepts. Information for higher level behaviors is at amore abstract level than for low level behaviors. For example defend, an upper level behavior,may record that the ball is in the back half of the ground while move-to-ball, a lower levelbehavior, may record that the ball is 45 degrees to the left.The use of parameters means that the same generic behavioral code can be used many timeswith varying e�ects. For example, move may be used with a number of di�erent positions.One generic behavior may be part of several behaviors simultaneously, each using di�erentparameters, as is shown in Figure 6.A behavior issues commands and calculates its applicability without regard to the applica-bility or priority of other behaviors in the system. It is the designer's responsibility to ensurethat the resulting interactions between behaviors are such that the required overall behavioremerges.Implemented low level generic behaviors, for Robocup, include kick and move-to. At the nexthighest layer are behaviors such as striker and defend. At an even higher level of abstractionare normal-play and take-kick-o�. 15



5.1.3 Choosing the Best BehaviorThe behavior chosen to be the controlling behavior at any particular level, i.e. the behaviorwhose command will be executed, is the behavior for which the sum of applicability, priorityand persistence is the highest. By manipulating these three factors the designer can setup, with a relatively small number of simple behaviors, a wide range of di�erent complex,emergent behaviors.ApplicabilityA basic idea behind a behavior based system (as we described in Section 4 is that behaviorswill be more or less active depending on the state of the world. In our architecture this\activation" or \excitation" is represented by the applicability value. A behavior consults itsrelevant world information to determine its own applicability factor. The applicability of abehavior is simply a numerical value and will vary as the world changes. The applicability ofa behavior is calculated by the applicability function of a generic behavior, taking parametersinto account if required, for the instantiated behavior. For example a move-to-ball behaviormay have a high applicability when the ball is in view but a low applicability when the ball'sposition is unknown.PriorityPriorities are the mechanism the designer uses to control the overall behavior of the system. Apriority is a property of an instantiated behavior that is constant for the life of that behavior.A player can be made to prefer attacking down the left by increasing the priority of thatbehavior at design time; however the player may still attack down the right if this happensto be a signi�cantly better option, i.e. it has higher applicability, in a speci�c situation.PersistencePersistence implements the architecture's commitment factor, by reinforcing the previouslychosen behavior. Commitment is the term used to describe the tradeo� between reacting tochanging situations and �nishing what was started. In our system persistence is generally acomparatively small factor which only comes into play when the applicability plus priorityof two or more behaviors is similar. In this case the persistence factor helps to stabilisethe system and reduce oscillations between behaviors. For example when there are similarnumbers of players at each end of the ground a player may oscillate between attack and defendbehaviors.InhibitionMany behavior based systems use some form of suppression or inhibition of behaviors byother behaviors as another method for controlling interactions between behaviors. Inhibitionis basically the idea of having one behavior lower the activation of another behavior. We donot use inhibition in the current implementation because we have not found it necessary. Nothaving inhibition also makes adding new behaviors easier because existing behaviors do nothave to be changed when a new behavior is added.16



5.1.4 CommandsHigh level behaviors issue messages to the next layer down describing the low level behaviorsrequired to achieve the high level behaviors strategy. For example a high level attack-down-wing behavior might request low level behaviors move-to-the-ball, move-to-the-wing, pass-to-wing and kick-goal be instantiated, with corresponding priorities, in order to achieve itsgoal.Behaviors at the lowest level of the system interact directly with the environment. In theRobocup domain a low-level command consists of sending an ASCII string down a socket tothe Robocup server but in other domains the command may alter the power to an electricmotor or draw to a screen.5.1.5 World InformationAll behaviors maintain some internal information on their local environment, but, in keepingwith the behavior based paradigm, there is no global knowledge store. Since we are dealingwith a simulated environment the information sent by the server, and stored by the agent,is in an abstract form. This abstraction is performed by the information extraction process.Information in higher layers is at a more abstract level than information at lower layers. Forexample, a low level behavior might store the x and y co-ordinates of the ball whereas a higherlayer behavior might only store which end of the ground the ball is at.The Robocup simulator executes client commands more often than it sends percepts10 mean-ing that often more than one command will be issued without the player receiving a percept.To allow the agent to continue to issue sensible commands the world model is updated ac-cording to the expected outcome of the command.11 When a percept is received the worldmodel is reconciled with the perceived state of the world.The uncertainty in the information, the rate at which it arrives and the fact that it onlyshows a small part of the �eld means that some reasoning must be performed to providebehaviors the best information possible. There are two types of reasoning performed by theinformation extraction process in an attempt to provide an accurate as possible picture ofthe world. The �rst type of reasoning removes information from the world model that cannotbe reconciled with incoming information and the second type is to reason about incompleteinformation.Reasoning about what cannot be trueThe �rst way the information extraction process does reasoning is by deleting informationthat cannot possibly be factual. Information about an object is usually only overwrittenwhen new information about that object is received. Having some old uncertain informationabout an object is typically better than having no information at all unless we know that ourinformation is not factual, in which case it is better to have no information. For example ifwe last saw the ball near our goal and now, while looking at the opposition goal, we cannotsee the ball it is acceptable to keep the information that the ball is near our goal because theball is probably still there. On the other hand if we are looking at our goal, where the ball10Currently one percept to three actions.11This may not be necessary in a real world domain as the robot would have continual access to its sensors.17



should be, and cannot see the ball we should update our information because the situationhas obviously changed.Reasoning about Incomplete InformationHandling incomplete information is more complex. For example, if our world informationindicated that four of our teammates were alone at the opposite end of the ground and anincoming percept indicated that four players were at that end of the ground but the teamwas unknown, it would be reasonable to assume that the four unknown players were our fourteammates. Our world information reasoning attempts to reconcile incomplete informationwith what is already in the world model. The reasoning currently performed is very simpleand is an important area for further work.5.2 Multi Layer DesignTo provide a mechanism for engineering strategic behavior our architecture involves a num-ber of layers, with higher layers involving greater levels of abstraction. Our layered modele�ectively modularises the behavior based architecture and provides a behavior managementsystem while remaining within the basic conceptual framework. The layered model simpli�esthe task of managing the interactions between behaviors because a designer only ever hasto handle a small number of behaviors at once. It also provides an e�ective mechanism forspecifying high level behaviors.The idea is that each layer is more abstract than the layer below and acts asynchronouslyand independently with respect to other layers. Behaviors in higher layers achieve higher levelstrategies by specifying and activating the lower level behaviors required to implement thatstrategy. All layers are architecturally identical except in the form of their input and output.Our multi-layered architecture uses low-level behaviors to respond to unexpected changes.For example if the player's high level goal was to move to a particular position but the ballwas suddenly at the player's feet the behavior based system would have a low-level kick-ballbehavior running with a parameter indicating where to kick. The ball can be kicked withouthaving to wait for the higher layers to change strategies.12. In contrast a deliberative systemwould need to have the low level information passed through the reactive layer up to thecentral reasoning system, a new plan be decided on then a message sent back to the reactivelayer indicating what to do next. An especially nice feature of our multi-layered approachis that the reaction is inuenced by the current strategy since the low level behavior thatresponds is partially determined by the strategy.The layers provide the designer with an abstraction mechanism to help make the design ofcomplex behaviors easier. In this architecture abstraction refers to the level of the behaviordescription. Behaviors in low levels are simple atomic actions such as kick while as we moveup the layers more abstract behaviors, such as attack down the wing, are speci�ed. Thistype of abstraction seems intuitive and allows a natural design process: a simple agent canbe developed and higher level strategies built on top later. This type of development isespecially useful in complex domains, such as Robocup, because the strategies required maynot be obvious until late in development.At �rst inspection it may seem as though this system di�ers conceptually from the standard12This is in contrast to Blumbergs [2] system | see Section 7.18



behavior based ideas since only a small number of behaviors are active at once, but the layeringsystem can be thought of as imposing a dynamic priority system on all possible behaviors.Behaviors that are not currently active have been e�ectively inhibited, while instantiatedbehaviors are at varying levels of activation.As the number of behaviors in a behavior based system increases, prioritising behaviorsbecomes more complex. Our layered model alleviates this problem by having only a fewbehaviors on each layer active at any one time. The problem of creating a priority systemamong a large number of behaviors is reduced to creating several priority systems betweenonly a few behaviors.5.3 Final ImplementationThe system was implemented in C++ under Solaris. The entire system is around 2000 linesof code, of which around 800 lines are related to processing incoming information.Object orientated techniques have been used to allow for signi�cant code reuse. Inheritance,abstract base classes and function overloading techniques were used to create hierarchies ofgeneric behaviors. Each layer is an instantiation of a generic layer base class that implementsall of the control systems for the layer. Action selection and behavior instantiation processesat each layer are instances of the same class. Behaviors are implemented as a pointer to ageneric behavior class, a pointer to a base parameter class and a priority value.To create a new behavior the designer simply inherits from an abstract behavior class andoverrides the functions which issue a command and determine applicability. The new genericbehavior has to be then declared and created in the appropriate layer. Sometimes genericbehaviors inherit from other generic behaviors; for example watch-ball inherited from search-for-ball and simply provides a di�erent applicability function.13The current implementation has three layers: an action layer; a strategy layer; and a stylelayer. In total there are about 25 generic behaviors. At no time are more than �ve instantiatedbehaviors active at once on either the strategy or action layers. The behaviors in the bottomlayer are simple actions such as kick-to, move-to and pass-to. These behaviors usually have aparameter providing a location for an action. The middle layer implements the strategies ofa player. They include defend, mid-�eldand striker. The top layer implements the styles ofplay a player could be in. There are special behaviors for events like kick o�s and free kicksas well as normal play. Each layer has between �ve and ten generic behaviors implementedfor it.
13watch-ball wants to always see the ball whereas search-for-ball wants to see it after not having seen it fora while. 19



6 An ExampleIn this section we show in detail the working of the system in the corner kick scenario wedescribed earlier in the report.There are seven generic behaviors required to implement the behavior required for this play.One style level behavior, our-corner-kick, controls the situation of taking a corner kick. It usesthree strategies: defend, take-corner-kick and striker. The strategy level behaviors use dif-ferent combinations of the following low-level behaviors to implement their strategies: move-to-ball, move-to-position, kick and watch-ball. Below we show pseudo-code for implementingeach of these generic behaviors.Name: our-corner-kickLayer: styleApplicability Function:if (referee calls "our-corner-kick")applicability = highelseapplicability = lowCommand:Create : attack : priority = 5defend : priority = 5take-corner-kick : priority = 3Comment: The our-corner-kick behavior creates three behaviors in the strategy level, withthe given priorities. Recall these priorities remain �xed for the life of these behaviors, however,their applicability will vary.Name: defendLayer: strategyApplicability Function:if (I am in our half)applicability = default-constant-value -(factor for every teammate near me)elseapplicability = default-constant-value +(factor for every teammate near me)Command:Create : move-to-position (our-goal) : priority = 4search-for-ball : priority = 5kick (wing) : priority = 2Comment: The applicability of the defend behavior is dependent on how many team mateswe have in defensive positions or attacking positions, depending on which end of the groundwe are at. 20



Name: attackLayer: strategyApplicability Function:if (I am in their half)applicability = default-constant-value -(factor for every teammate near me)elseapplicability = default-constant-value +(factor for every teammate near me)Command:Create : move-to-position (their-goal) : priority = 4search-for-ball : priority = 5kick (goal) : priority = 2Name: take-corner-kickLayer: strategyApplicability Function:if (no one between us and the ball)applicability = highelseapplicability = lowCommand:Create : move-to-ball : priority = 4kick (front-of-goal) : priority = 2Name: move-to-ballLayer: bottomApplicability Function:if (near, but not at, the ball)applicability = highelseapplicability = lowCommand:if (facing the ball)dash (power())elseturn (to-ball)Comment: The behavior moves the player to the ball, if it is near to it. dash and turn arecommands sent to the Robocup server. 21



Name: move-to-position (position)Layer: bottomApplicability Function:if (not in position)applicability = mediumelseapplicability = lowCommand:if (facing position)dash (power())elseturn (power())}Name: search-for-ballLayer: bottomApplicability Function:if (can see ball)applicability = lowelseapplicability = (length of time since last saw ball)Command:if (can see ball)nothingelseturn (90)Name: kick (position)Layer: bottomApplicability Function:if (ball close enough to kick)applicability = highelseapplicability = lowCommand:kick (direction-to (position), power-to (position))In practice behaviors are implemented very similar to this by inheriting from and overridingparts of an abstract (in the Object Oriented sense) behavior class.In the following pages, we step through a short period of play showing how an action ischosen on the bottom level. 22



There are a few things that should be noted about the above example. The low level behaviorsmay take more than one action to execute | e.g. move-to-position may involve a number ofturn and dash commands. These actions will be interrupted if another behavior becomes morehighly activated. For example, in Figure 8, move-to-position will continue to issue commandswhile it is the most highly activated. If the ball arrived at the player's feet while it was movingto position, and the player saw it, then the kick behavior's applicability would immediatelyjump and kick would start issuing commands to the server, even if move-to-position had notachieved its \goal" (i.e. the player was not in position). Also notice how sometimes it is theapplicability of a behavior that determines which behavior gets control, as in Figure 7, whileat other times the controlling behavior is determined by the priority, as in Figure 9.7 Observations and EvaluationWe have implemented the architecture described in Section 5 and applied it to the Robocupdomain, as described in Section 4. In this section we evaluate the architecture, particularly inhow it addresses the issues raised earlier, i.e behavior management and engineering concerns.7.1 Behavior ManagementAs discussed earlier, coping with the multitude of interactions between behaviors is recognisedas a serious problem for behavior based systems in complex domains or having multiple goals[19, 2]. Writing a behavior based system with a small number of behaviors and a single strat-egy is not particularly problematic. For example de�ning an appropriate activation functionfor a run-to-front-of-goal behavior as a part of a defend strategy is relatively straightforwardbecause the only other active behaviors are search-for-ball and kick, which are activated byquite di�erent situations. On the other hand, in a system requiring multiple possible con-current strategies, such as defend and attack, de�ning activation functions becomes morecomplex. The reason for this is that the activation function of each low-level behavior mustrecognise not only that its speci�c behavior is appropriate, but also that the strategy of whichit is a part is appropriate. For example, in a at system implementing the multiple goals ofattack and defend, there will be two kick behaviors active at all times, one to kick defensivelyand one to kick for goal. The activation function of these behaviors must not only considerwhether the player is close enough to the ball to kick but also all possible factors pertainingto the choice of appropriate strategies. As each additional strategy is added, the activationfunction of every low-level behavior would need to be carefully engineered so it is activatedat the correct time.The layered approach we have used e�ectively partitions the behaviors in a layer into anumber of independent behavior based systems, each implementing a single strategy. Eachhigh-level behavior activates only enough lower level behaviors to cope with the di�erentsituations that might occur during execution of the strategy. The information about whenthe strategy is appropriate is encapsulated in the high-level behavior, so the applicabilityfunctions of the low-level behaviors only need to consider whether their speci�c behavior isappropriate; e.g. a kick behavior only needs to consider whether it is near enough to the ballto kick. Dividing the system into strategies allows the designer to consider the applicabilityof strategies and actions independently | activation functions for low-level behaviors are26



implemented independently of the strategies that it might be a part of and the applicabilityfunctions of strategies are implemented without regard to the interactions of low-level behav-iors used to implement them. As the active behaviors are only required to implement a singlestrategy a relatively small number is required | in practice we found that no more than �vebehaviors were needed to implement any given strategy in the Robocup domain. We did not�nd the complexity of implementing the applicability functions for this number of behaviorsproblematic, although some experimentation was required to get constants right.14Even though behaviors are partitioned as described above, agents are able to react to unex-pected changes in the world. An especially nice consequence of the multi-layered approachis that the reaction to any particular situation, by switching between lowest-layered behav-iors, is partially determined by the current strategy, since this is what will have led to thebottom-layered behavior being instantiated. For example, if the ball is suddenly at the feetof a player, the kick behavior set by the current strategy will handle the situation. A defendstrategy might set a kick behavior that kicks to the wing, whereas an attack strategy mightset a kick behavior that kicks towards goal. In this way the reaction to an unexpected cir-cumstance is handled in a strategy-dependent way. Further, the agent does not necessarilyhave to change strategies to react to the change in the world.The lack of inhibition and activation between behaviors within a layer also simpli�es thebehavior management because behaviors are loosely coupled from each other. Inhibition isnot explicitly used, though it can be thought of as being imposed from the layer above. Theonly activation of a behavior comes from the internal factors of applicability, priority andpersistence. It is unclear whether inhibition or activation between behaviors on a layer wouldhelp in achieving more powerful, complex behavior. All aspects of the action selection processare important areas for future work.Change of strategy is performed at the higher, more abstract layers of the system. Behaviorabstraction proved to be a very useful tool for obtaining complex behavior. The abstractbehaviors used tended to correspond to conceptually intuitive strategies from the soccer do-main. The use of such abstractions allows the system designer to focus on the particularconditions under which strategies should be adopted over others, without being clutteredwith the implementation details. For example, the conditions when defending is appropriatecan be directly coded into the applicability function of defend without having to worry aboutwhen exactly a defensive-kick might be applicable.7.2 Engineering ConcernsA bene�t of the hierarchical architecture and the way it allows abstract representation ofbehaviors is that we get many of the advantages of Object Oriented design [4]. The useof generic behaviors in each layer means that signi�cant code reuse can occur. A genericbehavior is instantiated by a higher-level behavior by supplying a priority value and (possibly)parameters. This means that the same generic behavior can be used in di�erent strategies,as well as multiple times within a single strategy (with di�erent parameters). Because thebehaviors are de�ned in a modular way we obtain many of the advantages of object-orientedsystems, such as extendability, maintainability and reusable. This is particularly relevantin the current setting where there is much experimentation and rapid prototyping required.14Jamie Westendorp is currently working on a GUI to help with this task.27



Once a stable set of low-level behaviors had been created, a new strategy took only of theorder of ten minutes to implement. All that was required was to implement an applicabilityfunction and specify the low-level behaviors required to implement the strategic behavior.Once behaviors have been implemented they become building blocks for more complex be-haviors. This abstraction may be seen as providing one of the important advantages of tra-ditional, symbolic reasoning systems, while remaining within the behavior based paradigm.We consider the system to be behavior based rather than hybrid because behaviors, even athigher levels, are part of a complete, independent behavior based system. A consequence ofthis type of abstraction is that we were able to make abstract changes to the overall behaviorof the system very easily. For example the player may be made more attacking simply byincreasing the priority of the abstract attack behavior. These abstract changes could be madeeasily at all levels of the system.7.3 Consequences of the Behavior Based ApproachVarious authors [6, 19] have claimed important properties for behavior based systems, such asrobustness, fast reactivity and appropriate behavior emerging from the behaviors' interactionswith the environment.We observed robustness both with respect to overcoming insu�cient programmed behaviors,as well as bugs in the system. Players in the team are usually able to respond to situationseven when behaviors have not been designed for the speci�c situation. For example, early onin the development, all strategies focused on moving the ball down the centre of the ground;however if the ball went out to the wing a player would run to the ball and the strategywould be adapted. The overall behavior of the agent was also able to compensate for bugs insingle behaviors. Early on in development there was a bug in the function that calculated anapproximate �eld position from the incoming percepts. The bug meant that when the playerwas outside the �eld looking away it would actually believe it was in the �eld and would oftenkeep running away. However the search-for-ball behavior would become active after the ballwas lost for a period causing the agent to look around for the ball. The �eld position functionwould then work correctly and guide the player back into the ground, thus reducing the e�ectof the bug.Complex, seemingly planned intelligent behavior often occurred, even when it had not beenexplicitly designed. For example, a player running back to a position would occasionally turnand check where the ball was even though this behavior was not explicitly represented.15 Thiswas caused by the applicability of search-for-ball slowly increasing when the player could notsee the ball until it was high enough for it to overtake the move-to-position activation. Oncethe ball was seen, the applicability of search-for-ball dropped again. The resulting behavioris that a player occasionally checks where the ball is while running to a position even thoughthis behavior is not explicitly requested. Such behavior may seem planned to an observer.Some emergent behavior also occurred at the team level.16 All team members are homoge-15Or expected!16This contrasts with explicit team organisation [16] where the members of the team communicate witheach other on the roles that each player should take in order to achieve the team goal. There are variousways that distributed team organisation can be explicitly arranged but they generally require some protocoland understanding of team tactics exist between members of the team. Simon Ch'ng[8] is using an explicit28



neous. However after a settling down period di�erent players take on roles such as striker ordefender. This was due to environmental factors, e.g. a player would remain defensive becausea certain number of players were already attacking, and vice versa for attackers. Though notstable this type of behavior was visible for some short periods. Di�erent numbers of playersautomatically assumed each type of role depending on the total number of agents on theteam. This demonstrates the robust nature of an emergent team organisation, in that it canadapt to changing scenarios.17There were some types of behavior that seemed very hard to implement in a behavior basedsystem. An example of this is when there are two parameterised pass behaviors active atonce, each wanting to pass to a di�erent area of the �eld. The pass behaviors are more orless applicable depending on how sensible it is to pass to the corresponding position. Therequired complex behavior would be to check both positions then kick to the best positionbut it was not clear how to implement this in a purely behavior based method.A sometimes observed problem with behavior based systems is the unstable oscillationsbetween behaviors [2]. This was sometimes observed in our system. For example if therewere similar numbers of players at each end of the ground there may be oscillations betweendefend and attack behaviors. This problem was most common when the priority values were�xed in such a way as to allow maximum exibility in the possible behavior of a system.The oscillations were somewhat reduced by the use of the persistence factor in the behavioractivation. Investigation into more e�ective ways to use persistence is a possible area forfuture work.7.4 Performance of the Robocup TeamWe tested the performance of our Robocup team by playing it against itself and againstother publicly available teams. The publicly available teams ranged in standard from simpleplayers that just followed the ball trying to kick goals, to the team that won a Robocup trialcompetition. We varied the number of players on a team from two through to eleven. In anydistributed environment it is often hard to isolate the factors that are causing a breakdownin performance | this was the case for our Robocup team. Experimentation has led us tobelieve that a major factor was poor processing of incoming information; i.e. the internal stateof the agent was not an accurate picture of the parts of the world the agent was interested in.Our team was able to beat the simple teams but was beaten easily by Ogalets, the teamthat won the Robocup trial competition. As a soccer playing team our team was quite poor,especially the skills of the players. For example, a player attempting to defend the goal wasrarely able to stop opposition attacks. Although this \defender" was not able to perform itsstrategy well it still behaved in a way such that an observer may view the player as havingtaken on the role of a defender.An observer may also notice the players performing plan-like sequences of steps. For examplewhen the ball came near a defender it might run to the ball, kick it away then return to itsposition. Although this type of behavior very rarely resulted in an e�ective, realistic defenceof the goal there was often a clear sequence of steps, even though, again, such plans were notapproach to team organisation for Robocup17Reynolds [28], Ferber and Drogoul [10] and others have successfully used emergent team structure todevelop teams of agents for achieving tasks that appear to require global strategy.29



explicitly provided.Our team was rarely able to perform successful team manoeuvres although it was oftenapparent to an observer what the team strategy was meant to be. For example one teamstrategy was to kick to the wing from defence, where a player would be waiting. This playershould in turn kick the ball to the front of the goal where another player would kick the goal.Parts of this strategy were often successful but very rarely was the ball taken all the way fromdefence to attack without the opposition being able to intercept.The team was comfortably beaten by a simple team, called Ogalets, whose central control wassimply a set of situation-reaction pairs, implemented as an if-then-else loop. In fact, Ogaletsis a particularly successful implementation of Robocup team, comfortably winning the pre-Robocup tournament. We believe this was due to the fact that the hard-coded behavior ofthis simple team did not pay much attention to its surroundings. Each player was simplyallocated an area on the �eld, and whenever the ball came into that area it would run to theball and kick to a hard-coded position which corresponded to a position where a team mateshould be.It is interesting to consider why a team as simple as Ogalets can perform well enough towin the pre-Robocup tournament. The behavior of the Ogalets team is hard-coded, rigidbehavior that it does not seem straightforward to extend. In the simulated environmentthe situation-reaction pairs work well, but real world domains are likely to require too manysituation-action pairs for the building of reactive situations for strategic problems to be feasible[13]. The Ogalets team only has a single strategy; the design of appropriate situation-actionpairs is analogous to the design of single strategy behavior based system, and adding morestrategies is likely be quite complex, even if feasible. The Ogalets team makes no e�ort tobe robust: if less than eleven players are on the ground there will be times when no playerattempts to get the ball. The fact that Ogalets performs so well may also say something aboutthe complexity of the simulated Robocup environment. The environment may not actuallybe as signi�cant a test bed for complex reasoning as claimed.187.5 Comparison to Related WorkIn this section we compare the features of our system with other related architectures. Inparticular we focus on architectures that use some sort of hierarchical system for managingbehaviors.7.5.1 Hierarchical Activation TreesBlumberg [2] has developed a hierarchical behavior management system quite similar to ourswhich has been applied to the control of animated characters in a 3-D animated world.Blumberg's architecture uses a tree-like structure of behaviors with more general behaviorsat the top and actions at the leaf nodes. Although similar there are a number of interestingdi�erences between the systems, including how Blumberg handles the following:� Multiple Goals: Blumberg's system gives increased priority to actions that leads to theful�lment of more than one goal.18Or it may simply be that other implementations are only in their infancy.30



� Action Selection: Blumberg's system uses inhibition as the only mechanism in actionselection.� Stability: Blumberg's system uses a variable persistence factor to help stabilise thesystem.� Reacting to Unexpected Circumstances: To change leaf nodes Blumberg's system needsto traverse the entire tree.Our action selection mechanism chooses the best behavior available and executes its commandwithout regard to other behaviors that might also be activated. This is a property of any\winner takes all" action selection strategy. Blumberg's architecture allows behaviors that arenot selected to pass on recommendations to the layer below. This may mean an action whichis appropriate to multiple medium priority goals may be selected over an action appropriateto only one slightly higher priority goal. It is not clear how this type of feature would beimplemented in our architecture because of the dynamic lifetime of behaviors.There is a signi�cant di�erence in the action selection mechanisms in our system and inBlumberg's system. In Blumberg's system the inhibition works in such a way that only onebehavior has a positive activation at any one time. This is in contrast to our system wherethere is no inhibition at all. We think that the mechanism of action selection is an areafor future work in our system, but it is unclear whether the use of inhibition is possible, ordesirable, with generic behaviors.In our system, the persistence value provided by the action selection process is used to reduceoscillations between behaviors. In Blumberg's system oscillations are controlled by requiringthe activation of a dormant behavior to increase above the activation of the controlling behav-ior by more than the inhibition factor between the behaviors for a change in behavior to takeplace. This allows variable amounts of \commitment" depending on the particular behaviorsinvolved, which, it seems, would have advantages over our system where the persistence factoris constant for an entire level.For Blumberg's system to change leaf nodes, i.e. change action, the whole tree of behaviorsmust be traversed. Therefore to react to an unexpected circumstance the whole tree mustbe considered. Our system empowers the lowest level of the system to react to changes in astrategy-dependent way. This seems to be an advantage because it is reasonable to expectthat this type of reaction would be quicker than having to traverse the whole tree.Although our architecture and Blumberg's architecture are similar there are some signi�cantdi�erences. Blumberg uses a wider range of mechanisms for controlling the interactionsbetween behaviors though it is not clear whether this leads to any signi�cant advantages.7.5.2 Hybrid SystemsAnother popular way for achieving strategic behavior in a behavior based system is to couplea behavior based component to a deliberative system. The deliberative system activatesbehaviors in a similar way to higher layers in our system. Some plans, as discussed above,seem easier to code in deliberative systems while others seem easier in a behavior based style.This implies that there may be domains where hybrid systems are more suitable than purebehavior based models and vice versa. Hybrid systems may, in general, be more complex31



than our system because they require two di�erent types of architecture whereas ours usesmultiple versions of the one architecture. The integration of two architectures implies thatthere will be more issues to resolve in order to get e�ective behavior. The advantage of stayingwithin the one paradigm (in our case the behavior based paradigm) is that one sort of controland behavior module can be used at all levels: in our system the architecture at all levels isidentical.19It is also signi�cant that the hybrid system requires a complete, central, symbolic worldmodel; as [7] claims obtaining this world model may not be possible in the real world, It isalso claimed that the emergent behavior of a behavior based system degrades more gracefullythan the behavior of a deliberative planner when unforeseen circumstances occur [6, 19]. Asall levels of our system are behavior based the systems overall behavior may be more robustthan that of a hybrid system (where usually only one layer is a behavior based system).8 Suggested EnhancementsWe have designed and implemented a multi-layered behavior based architecture for controllingagents in a complex dynamic domain. The architecture allows the designer to explicitlymanipulate abstract behaviors, leading to improvements in the behavior management andengineering aspects of building behavior based systems. There are several areas where webelieve the team could be improved or the architecture extended.To improve the overall behavior of the Robocup team we could experiment further withthe priority values and applicability functions of existing behaviors and create many newbehaviors. Also, in this implementation all team members were homogeneous: the ability ofthe team to win soccer games might be improved by making players hetrogeneous, for examplehaving some agents with only defensive strategies and others with only attacking strategies.There are a number of issues relating to the design of individual behaviors that warrantfurther investigation. At present we have only a relatively small number of strategies, eachdesigned for a speci�c type of situation, so de�ning appropriate applicability functions hasbeen relatively straightforward. The problem may become more complex when the numberof available strategies increases. The architecture may need to be extended, possibly byintroducing new layers, to handle this extra complexity.Another possible way of obtaining more interesting overall behavior from the system maybe to improve the way behaviors are activated, i.e. the action selection mechanism used.Di�erent authors have used a wide variety of functions for combining the factors that lead toaction selection. Many of these authors use some sort of inhibition between behaviors. Somework could be done on the respective advantages and disadvantages of using inhibition; i.e.the tradeo�s between lower coupling between behaviors and more control over interactions.Within our architecture investigation could be done into ways applicability, persistence andpriority could be combined in a more e�ective way.A real problem with the action selection has been oscillations between behaviors when in-formation indicates that more than one behavior is applicable. Di�erent ideas have beenproposed [19, 2] but these systems rely on behaviors having knowledge of each other, which19All layers are actually instantiations of the same layer class.32



implies a relatively close coupling between behaviors. In a more general sense work has beendone on the tradeo� between commitment and reactivity [15] but usually only in relation todeliberative systems. In our system the problem with oscillations may be reduced by re�n-ing the persistence mechanism, perhaps by allowing the persistence value to depend on thebehavior or vary with time. (As described earlier, Blumberg's [2] addresses this problem.)At a more general level, it seems that some strategic behaviors are e�ectively described andimplemented in terms of behavior based systems while others seem to be more suited, oronly sensible, with an explicit representation. It would be interesting to see what propertiesof a complex behavior made it appropriate for a behavior based system or a deliberativesystem. One possible solution may be to combine a deliberative system with a multi-layeredarchitecture. Blumberg has combined a deliberative system with his architecture in order tobuild agents for a story telling environment [3].The hierarchical design should be applicable to other domains. In our implementation manyprocesses, such as action-selection, are independent of the particular domain of behaviors. Itwould be interesting to look closely at the code to see whether a completely domain indepen-dent set of classes for implementing our multi-layered architecture could be extracted.AcknowledgementsThe author would like to thank Lawrence Cavedon for all the enthusiasm and e�ort he hasput into this report. Thanks to Lin Padgham, Simon Ch'ng and Nick Howden for many veryinteresting discussions. Also thanks to Sunny Bains, Josh Rowe, Mum and Dad for listeningpatiently while I continually talked about agents. We would also like to acknowledge thesupport of the Australian AI Institute for the Robocup project at RMIT.References[1] P. Agre and D. Chapman. Pengi: An implementation of a theory of activity. In Pro-ceedings of the Sixth National Conference on Arti�cial Intelligence (AAAI-87), Seattle,WA, 1987.[2] B. Blumberg. Action selection in hamsterdam: Lessons from ethology. In From Animalsto Animats: Proceedings of the Third International Conference on the Simulation ofAdaptive Behavior, Cambridge Ma., 1994.[3] B. Blumberg and T. Galyean. Multi-level control of autonomous animated creatures forreal-time virtual environments. Siggraph '95 Proceedings, 1995.[4] G. Booch. Object Oriented Analysis and Design. Addison-Wesley, 1994.[5] M. E. Bratman, D. J. Israel, and M. E. Pollack. Plans and resource-bounded practicalreasoning. Computational Intelligence, 4, 1988.[6] R. A. Brooks. Intelligence without reason. In Proceedings of the Twelfth InternationalJoint Conference on Arti�cial Intelligence (IJCAI-91), Sydney, Australia, 1991.33
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